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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the following sideways parabolic equation in the quarter plane [l]: 
ut = a(x)um + b(z)u, + c(z)u, x > 0, t > 0, 
41, t) = SW, t 2 0, (1.1) 
21(x,0) = 0, x ) 0. 
Here a, b, and c are given functions such that for some X, A > 0, 
X<a(x),<h, C(X)<O, xER+, 
a(.) E C2 (IF), b(e) E C1 (P) , C(X) E C (W+) . 
(1.2) 
We want to know U(Z, t) for 0 < x < 1; this is a severely ill-posed problem [l]. Several authors 
have dealt with the case of heat equation with constant coefficients [2-4]. Numerical methods 
have been developed also for more general equations [3,5], but, in most cases, the stability theory 
and convergence proofs have not been generalized accordingly. This paper remedies this by a 
new wavelet regularization method. 
As we consider the problem in L2(R) with respect to variable t, we extend ~(2, o), g(.), f( .) := 
~(0, s), and other functions appearing in the paper to be zero for t < 0. The notations ]] . ]], ( ., . ) 
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denote L2-norm and scalar product, respectively, and h(c) = (l/a) srW e-“@h(t) dt is the 
Fourier transform of h(t). The corresponding direct problem with (1.1) is 
ut = a(z)?& + b(X)& + c(x)u, 2 > 0, t > 0, 
40, t> = f(t), t 2 0, ft.) E L2(Q (1.3) 
u(x,O) = 0, x 2 0. 
For the uniqueness of solution, we require ]]u(x, .) ]] be bounded. The following conclusions can 
be found in [ 11. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let v(x, 6) be the solution of the following boundary value problem: 
i&(x,<) = a(x)vzz +b(x)v, +c(x)v, x>o, (EW, 
v(O,E) = 1, (1.4) 
ii& +, 6) = 0, 5 # 0. 
For [ = 0, we require v(x, 0) be bounded as x tends to 00. Suppose that problem (1.3) has a 
solution u, then 
qx, 6) = 4x, t)m 2 > 0. (1.5) 
NOTE. From (1.5), we know if problem (1.3) has a solution, then 
O(E) = 413 rm (14 
(1.7) 
LEMMA 1.2. There exist constants cl, ~2, such that for x E [0, l] and ItI large euough, say I[[ 2 (0, 
cle -A(z)@ < Iv(x,()I ( c2e -A(z)m (1.8) 
where A(z) = s< (l/m) ds. M oreover, for x E [0, 11, the right-hand side in (1.8) is valid for 
all [ E E% with another constant ~2. 
LEMMA 1.3. If the boundary value problem 
a(x)v,,+b(x)v,+c(x)v=0, 
v(0) = 1, v(x)/~+~ bounded, (1.9) 
has a unique solution, then there exist constants dr, ch such that 
,--,-A(l)m < Iv(l,c2)l < &ewAcl)m, 
VJEW. (1.10) 
2. REGULARIZATION AND ERROR ESTIMATES 
Let p(t), $(t) be Meyer scaling and wavelet functions, respectively, then from (61 we know 
SUPP@ = I-(4/3h(4/3)7d, SUPP$ = [-(8/3)7~(2/3)7~] u [(2/3)7+/3)d, and $&) := 
2i12$(2jt - Ic), j, k E Z constitute an orthonormal basis of L2(W) and 
SUPP&(~)= [-in2j,-ir2j] u [~n2j,~r2j], k~z. 
The multiresolution analysis (MRA) {vj}jez of Meyer wavelet is generated by 
(2.1) 
Vj = {Cpjk : k E Z}, cpik := 2jlzp (2ji2t - k) , j, k E Z, 
(2.2) 
k E Z. 
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The orthogonal projection ofafunction gE L2(R) on space Vj is given by PJg:=xkER(g, (PJk)(P Jk, 
while QJg := xkEZ(g, $~~k)ljl~k denotes the projection on wavelet space WJ with VJ+, = VJ@WJ. 
It is easy to see from (2.2) and (2.1) that 
ma = 0, for I<1 2 $ n2J, (2.3) 
6&E) = 0, for j > J and 151 < $~2~. (24 
Since (I - PJ)g = &, J Qjg and from (2.4), we know 
((I- pJ)g)*(<) = &i(t), for I<] < 47rnJ. (2.5) 
LEMMA 2.1. (See /7].) Let {vj}jez be Meyer’s MRA and suppose J E N, T E W. Then for 
all g E VJ, we have 
pk&v < C2(J-1%411f~, k E N, (2.6) 
where C is a positive constant and Dk = 2. 
Let T, be the operator: g(t) H U(Z, t) for 0 < z < 1 defined by (1.7), i.e., 
(2.7) 
where U(Z, t) is the solution of problem (1.1). We can prove the following. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose problem (1.9) has a unique solution, {Vj}jez axe Meyer’s MRA, J E N, 
0 < z < 1, r E IR. Then for all g(t) E VJ, we have 
ll~zgll~~ < Cexp { 2(J-1)/2(.4(1) - A(s))} Ilsll~~. (2.8) 
PROOF. For convenience, we will denote different constants appearing in the proof by same C. 
Note that 
,(W)-.W)m < 2fi 1c-h (a (A(1) - A(+)), (2.9) 
and from (2.7), (1.8), (l.lO), (2.9), and Holder inequality, we know that for g E VJ, J E N, T- E R 
holds 
< ce (A(l) - &N2” 
k=O (2k)! 
( JW lWk~(E)12 (1+ IE12)’ 4) 1’2 
--oo 
< cg (A(l) - &))2k 
k=O (2k)! 
II&gllHr < CF (A(1)(;k;,@‘)2k 2(J-‘)kllgllH~ 
k=O 
= Ccosh (2(J-1)/a(A(1) - A(s))) llgllp < Cexp {2(J-‘)/2(A(1) - A(z))} \lg1\8... 
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Let d->,gm(.) b e exact and measured data, respectively, which satisfy 
119 - 9mllIP Q E, for some r < 0. (2.10) 
Since gm belongs, in general, to L2(W) c H’(W) f or r < 0, so r should not be positive. We also 
need an additional condition f(t) := ~(0, t) E H”(W) for some s 2 r, and 
IlfllfP G M* (2.11) 
Letting T2, J := T,PJ, we can show it approximates T, in a stable way for an appropriate choice 
of J E N depending on e and M. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose problem (1.9) has a unique solution, then for every fixed J E N, prob 
lem (1.1) with data g in VJ is well-posed. Suppose (2.10),(2.11) hold, then the problem of 
calculating T,,Jg,,., is stable. Rnthermore, with 
J*:= [log2(2(&ln(r (inr,‘““,,‘)]l (2.12) 
where [a] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to a E W, then 
IlGg - To&n tiw 
.j@-@W/41)) &W/AU)) ln k! 
( ) 
-z(s-r)(l-(A(~)/A(l))) 
7 & 
where C, q, c$ are the constants appearing in (2.8), (1.8), (2.1 l), respectively. 
PROOF. IITzg - Tz,&allw 4 IITzg - Tz,db + IlTz,& - gm)llw~ 
IIT’,&’ - h)b = IIT,pdg - !h)llw 
< Cexp {2(J-1)/2(A(1) -A(z))} liPJ(g - h)ll.w 
< Cexp { 2(J-1)/2(A(1) - A(s))} E. 
Note that from (2.7),(2.3), we know 
IIT& - Tz,.dlw = IIW - PJ)&’ 
F’rom (1.6),(1.8), we know 
From (2.5), (2.7), 
Iz = 
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(2.8), and noting that QJg E WJ C VJ+I, we have 
(L,,..,J I%! 
&&)I2 (l+ ICI”)’ 4) 
112 
< llGQ.dlw 
< Cexp {2J’2M1) - 4x))) ll&Jgb-~ 
Note that from (1.6) and (l.lO), it is easy to show 
and so 
IIQJgIIw < @- J(s-7) exp { -4WJ’2} Ilfll~~r 
12 < c!&2-J(S-T) exp { -AWJ’2} Ilfll~~. 
Hence, 
II%? - %,J$?rnllHr < CexP 2 { (J-1)‘2(A(1) - A(z))} E 
+ (c2 + c$) 2- J(s-r) exp { -442J’2} Ilfll~~~ 
(2.14) 
Note the representation of J* and by a simple computation using (2.14), inequality (2.13) can be 
obtained. The proof is completed. 
REMARK 2.1. Taking s = r = 0, we can obtain an L2-estimate 
IIT& -  T,, J.&&Z < (1 + c2 + C$) Ckfl-(A(z)‘A(‘)) &(A(s)‘A(l)) 
(2.15) .- .- cljgl-bWIW)) &W/W) 
Especially, when a(z) s 1, then A(1) = 1, A(z) = 2. So 
(1%’ - %,J*!?mllLp < Cl@-z&z. (2.16) 
This result has been obtained by several authors by using different regularization methods for 
the standard sideways heat equation [2-41 and this estimate is at least close to optimal or it is 
“order optimal” [4] for the sideways heat equation. 
REMARK 2.2. From (2.15),(2.16), we know when z -+ 0 +, the accuracy of regularized solutions 
become all progressively lower. At x = 0, they merely imply that the errors are bounded by 
CiM. But if we take s - r > 0, then from (2.13), we know the speed of convergence of the 
regularized solution is faster, and at x = 0, 
/ITOg - TO,J*gm(lH’ = Ilf - TO,J*gmIIHp 
< C + (c2 + ~$7) A(1)2(S-r) ln VW4 
In (M/E) + In (In ( M/E))-2’s-” 
.M ln$ ( > 
-2(s-r) 
+ 0, iWE+O. 
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